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Marsh warns about unavailable terrorism cover Congress set
Jim Mulrenan

London

Top insurance broker Marsh has
added its voice to warnings that
terrorism cover required under a
revised Athens Convention is unlikely to be available.
It is suggesting that a protocol
to the Athens Convention agreed
at a diplomatic conference in November 2002 may need to be revised to reflect underwriters’ reluctance to provide cover for
biological or chemical attacks on
cruiseships or ferries.
There is currently a stand-off
between governments and the
clubs in the International Group
protection-and-indemnity (P&I)
cartel about various issues relat-

ing to the protocol, which boosts
the limit of compensation
payable
to
SDR
400,000
($583,000)
per
passenger,
amounting to a total of $1.75bn
for the largest cruiseships.
The particular issue that Marsh
is highlighting is that most warrisk insurances and reinsurances
have a clause excluding loss,
damage, liability or expense directly or indirectly caused by any
chemical, bio-chemical or electromagnetic weapon. It is not particularly clear what nightmarish
device the latter could be.
But the Athens protocol contains no such exclusion, leaving
the P&I clubs unreinsured if there
were such a terrorist attack.

Marsh, by far the world’s
largest insurance broker, suggests
the P&I clubs might be able to
persuade some reinsurers to drop
the exclusion but warns that capacity would still be “very limited and costly”.
Marsh suggests that article four
of the protocol covering terrorism
be revised to reflect market realities. However, the broker has not
made it clear how practical such
a step would be.
Maritime authorities are generally reluctant to allow conventions or legislation to be driven
by warnings from insurers. They
prefer to take the view that commercial organisations should
bend to political will.

“Although it may be possible to
interest some of the more speculative insurance capacity in this
area of risk, our assessment of the
overall availability of capacity,
even combined with such net
lines as there may be, is that it is
highly unlikely to be in any way
adequate to embrace the requirements set out by the protocol for
the passenger-shipping industry
as a whole,” said Marsh in a market advisory note.
“It is not just that the International Group clubs cannot certify
that cover for this risk is in place,
the fact is that the wider insurance markets will not provide the
cover the protocol presently requires.”

Keystone hits its
club with lawsuit
A Philadelphiabased shipowner
is taking the
American Club to
court.
Bob Rust

Oslo

Keystone Shipping is suing the
American Steamship Owners
Mutual Protection and Indemnity
Association for breach of contract
over a move to stop paying former
members’ claims arising from asbestos lawsuits.
The Philadelphia-based owner
is claiming unspecified damages
for breach of contract, breach of
fiduciary duty and unfair business practices in a lawsuit that
names as defendants the Club, its
shipowner directors and its management company, Shipowners’
Claims Bureau.
Keystone is also asking the
court to issue a declaratory judgment that specifically tells the
American Club it must pay off on
occupational disease claims that
result from injuries suffered in
years that the club’s directors
have now declared closed.
The complaint charges the
club’s shipowner directors with
having authorised the American
Club to renege on its coverage obligations to all former members,
including Keystone, with respect
to closed years.
Keystone’s New York lawyer,
Seth Schafler of Proskauer Rose,
expresses confidence in convincing the US federal district court
that the club has obligations on
closed years. Keystone’s policy
was never surrendered, he said:
“I think it’s pretty straight forward.”
But the American Club’s
Lawrence Bowles of Nourse &
Bowles contends that Keystone is
ignoring the difference between
mutual insurers assessable policies and the very different contractual obligations of commercial insurers. “The law of New

ASBESTOS IN SHIPS: As in this Greenpeace action, the Keystone suit relates to asbestos-induced diseases.

York dealing with non-profit mutual insurers is very different,” he
said. “Keystone never paid a penny for this coverage. They are trying to get something for nothing.”
His client’s own legal position
is that if claims like Keystone’s
are to be paid, then full mutuality
for the years in question must be
restored so that Keystone and
other members may be assessed
to help pay. Many members from
that period are no longer in existence, however.
TradeWinds recently reported
that the American Club asked the
same court to give it relief from
indemnifying former members
for seafarers’ asbestos claims incurred before 1989. After paying
out almost $6m in occupational
injury claims over a number of
years, the Club’s position is that
these payouts were discretionary
and should be stopped. It says
general reserves belong to members of years that are still open.
Thus, it reasons, current members are now unfairly subsidising
historic claims. The current international membership is much
different than the US-based his-

torical owners bringing asbestos
claims.
Schafler rejects this argument.
The general reserves belong to the
association, he tells TradeWinds.
“I didn’t sue the new members,
I sued the organisation with
which my client has an insurance
contract,” said Schafler. “It just
seems totally wrongheaded to me
to contend that they don’t have to
use their assets to pay for their existing contractual obligations.”
He adds that for some 20 years
after asbestos claims began to
emerge, the American Club paid
the claims and did not take the
position that this was a discretionary step.
“They’re taking an extreme legal position to get out from under
a great financial burden. And I
can understand that,” Schafler
added.
Keystone is the first owner to
hit back at its previous mutual.
Schafler expects more former and
current American Club members
to follow suit.
Bowles likewise understands
that shipowners in other clubs
are now asking their directors
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why they are not taking similar
steps to those of his client.
However, he adds, it may make
a difference that most others are
bound to arbitrate disputes in
London.
Keystone’s history is intertwined with that of the mutual it
is now suing.
In 1997, Keystone chairman
Charles Kurz resigned as chairman of the American Club and
moved its P&I cover to Steamship
Mutual for compelling “economic reasons”.
Keystone was with the American Club since the 1930s and
both Kurz’s father and grandfather were previous club chairmen.

to give owners
solid tax break
Bob Rust

Oslo

A tonnage tax for US-flagged
ships looks to be on the cards.
Even more importantly as a tax
break for US owners of foreignflag tonnage, their unrepatriated
income looks set to win exclusion
from taxation in the US.
Legislators have recommended
reinstatement of so-called Sub
Part F deferrals of corporate taxation of such income.
TradeWinds reported in April
that the US Senate was close to a
similar tax-reform package for
shipping. The Senate drive
failed, however.
But now the Ways and Means
Committee, charged with drafting
fiscal legislative measures, has reported a tax bill to the lower
house that incorporates both the
tonnage tax and the deferrals.
Lobbyists say the tonnage tax
for US-flag shipping, originally a
Democratic proposal, was the
carrot that moved members of the
minority party to support the tax
deferrals for foreign-flag shipping
owned by US citizens and permanent residents. Both measures
now appear likely to become law.
A third proposal to exclude most
personal income of US seafarers
in foreign trade had seemed likely to pass earlier this year but is
now dead.
Lobbyists for the tax deferrals
are jubilant. “This is one of the
most significant maritime policy
developments in the US in the
last 25 years,” Warren Dean of
Washington, DC law firm Thompson Coburn told TradeWinds.
“It represents a realisation by
the US Congress that there is a
need for a level playing field for
US companies that want to invest
in shipping.”
Dean and others blame the extinction in the 1980s of the Sub
Part F deferrals for a decay of US
participation in the foreign-flag
fleet. Taxation of income that has
not been realised in the form of
dividends effectively deprived
US players of access to untaxed
earnings for fleet renewal and expansion.
Two steps remain before the
proposals become law. First, the
full House of Representatives
must vote to approve the committee report.
Lobbyists say that is likely to
happen this week or at least before the 4 July congressional recess.
Next, the House language must
survive a conference with the
Senate, in which the two bodies’
parallel legislative proposals are
harmonised.
This might not happen before
the August congressional recess
but is expected by sometime in
September.

